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Abstract 
The feasibility of a Lunar LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave 
Observatory) was introduced in 1986 as part of NASA’s planned return to the 
Moon by the end of the last century. That return to the Moon mission was 
cancelled, but is once again planned as Artemis in 2024. In this paper, the 
feasibility of such a Lunar LIGO as part of NASA’s return there will be dis-
cussed for that program. Details of the physics of the original Lunar LIGO 
proposal as a potential portion of future lunar base astronomy and astro-
physics designs are presented. Results from NASA’s original planned return 
to the Moon to establish a gravitational wave observatory there are presented 
and discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

The conceptual design of NASA’s planned Lunar base was addressed at Stanford 
University in 1989 [1] [2] [3], with a Lunar LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravita-
tional-Wave Observatory) first discussed in [3]. The present author organized 
the Stanford workshop and its focus on gravitational radiation, and pursued the 
Lunar LIGO concept for years thereafter [4]-[10] while serving as lead for phys-
ics and astrophysics mission development in the Solar System Exploration Divi-
sion at NASA’s Johnson Space Center. That lunar return effort continued until it 
was terminated for lack of funding in 1998. 

The subsequent work was presented in various ways [4]-[10] while the 
Earth-based LIGO concepts were undergoing initial development. The latter ob-
viously have come to marvelous fruition in the quarter century since, with the 
advent of Advanced LIGO and Advanced VIRGO systems [11] [12] [13] in the 
LIGO and LISA [14] Scientific Collaborations (LSC) established in 1997. In-
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cluded are their marvelous discoveries in Earth-based gravitational wave as-
tronomy, not to mention the discovery of gravitational waves per se [16]. 

The question presented here is the virtue of adding a Lunar LIGO to these con-
ceptual configurations [3]-[16], and how that can augment the Earth-based LIGO 
systems. The result is a superior gravitational wave measurement system for 
examining gravitational waves and their astrophysical sources in the solar sys-
tem and surrounding galaxies. This is not available using the Earth-based sys-
tems alone. 

2. Why Lunar LIGO? 

The preliminary proposal [8] [9] that the Earth-based multi-LIGO system can be 
augmented with a Lunar LIGO appears promising. It consists of emplacing a 
modest LIGO optical system on the Moon, proving to be a simple and advanta-
geous application in the vacuum environment of the lunar surface. Less seismic, 
gravity gradient, tidal, and acoustic noise will yield greater sensitivity at frequen-
cies between 0.25 and 3 Hz on the lunar surface. 

Emplacement can be accomplished using unmanned robotic landers such as 
the Artemis project or by any manned landing program. 

Mechanical decoupling from the Earth-based antennas will yield a method of 
noise filtering (coincidence with terrestrial antennas over their common fre-
quencies) and provide a significant sanity check on wave versus pulse events. 

Operating along with Earth-based antennas, it will provide a longer baseline 
for the localization of gravitational wave sources. This gives 50 times better an-
gular resolution than the Earth-based antennas alone. Also the lunar antenna 
will not be mechanically or geophysically coupled to the terrestrial antennas, 
thus providing a significant confidence or voting factor for detected events. 

The distance between the Earth and Moon provides a long parallax baseline 
with terrestrial antennas for locating the sources of a gravitational event. Given 
that the lunar vacuum eliminates the need for long evacuated tunnels, a minimal 
Fabry-Perot antenna could be placed on the Moon using three robotic landers, 
one containing the laser source, the beam splitter, the detector, recycle mirrors, 
cavity mirrors, and other optics. The other two landers would contain the end 
mirrors of the interferometer arms, and provide closure phase along the third 
leg. 

The lack of arm enclosures allows the arms to be extremely long, limited only 
by a lunar radius of 1738 km. Appropriate choice of landing sites could allow for 
longer arms by taking advantage of local topography. One can easily adjust the 
length of the arms by moving the landers containing the end mirrors [7]. The 
entire Moon can also be visualized as a gravitational detector itself [15] by con-
figuring it with an array of seismometers. 

The lunar environment will likewise provide significant advantages. It will 
eliminate the need to maintain a vacuum in the interferometer arms over the 
life-cycle of the antenna. This, coupled with the lack of construction costs 
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needed to enclose and pull a vacuum in the arms, should offset much or all of 
the cost of launch and delivery. Lesser surface gravity will prove better for me-
chanical isolation of optics [6]. 

Obviously, there are distinct advantages through which Lunar LIGO and LISA 
Pathfinder programs can mutually overlap and supplement one another. One 
might even begin by transporting other configurations to the lunar base to be-
come a lunar LIGO. 

An advanced, man-tended version of the Lunar LIGO would allow for even 
more flexibility (for instance Figure 1, adapted from [8]). Detectors and mirrors 
could be repaired and/or upgraded by the lunar base personnel. The antenna 
could be actively monitored and seismic data could be screened using gravime-
ters to aid in the data’s noise analysis. For instance, a large array of antennas 
could be built to allow for better spurious signal elimination by coincidence [7]. 
A large number of antennas would be easier to build and maintain on the Moon 
than on the Earth due to the lack of evacuated tunnels. 

3. Conclusions 

In conclusion, this investigation shows that a lunar-based Fabry-Perot gravita-
tional wave antenna would provide a valuable complement to Earth-based sys-
tems, both for conclusive first detection and for continued gravitational wave 
astronomy there. Furthermore, due to unique features of the lunar environment, 
the life-cycle costs could be competitive with Earth-based antennas. 

This investigation further shows that a lunar-based Fabry-Perot gravitational 
wave antenna would provide a valuable complement to the Earth-based systems, 
both for conclusive, first detection and for continued gravitational wave as-
tronomy. Furthermore, due to unique features of the lunar environment, the 
life-cycle costs could be competitive with Earth-based antenna systems. 

After decades of studying the elusive phenomena predicted by Einstein’s general  
 

 
Figure 1. Lunar LIGO using Artemis. 
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theory of relativity, gravitational radiation has been discovered [16]. It is impor-
tant that such research be continued, and one way to do so is to expand our no-
tions of the Moon to serve as another platform for enhancing these investiga-
tions. 

In closing, other proposals have also been developed, which include DECIGO, 
GLOC [15] [17] [18]. 

This very preliminary proposal that the Earth-based multi-LIGO system can 
be supplemented by a lunar LIGO system appears promising. 
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